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LEGAL CAVEAT 

The Advisory Board Company has made efforts 
to verify the accuracy of the information it 
provides to members. This report relies on data 
obtained from many sources, however, and The 
Advisory Board Company cannot guarantee the 
accuracy of the information provided or any 
analysis based thereon. In addition, The 
Advisory Board Company is not in the business 
of giving legal, medical, accounting, or other 
professional advice, and its reports should not 
be construed as professional advice. In 
particular, members should not rely on any 
legal commentary in this report as a basis for 
action, or assume that any tactics described 
herein would be permitted by applicable law 
or appropriate for a given member’s situation. 
Members are advised to consult with 
appropriate professionals concerning legal, 
medical, tax, or accounting issues, before 
implementing any of these tactics. Neither 
The Advisory Board Company nor its officers, 
directors, trustees, employees and agents shall 
be liable for any claims, liabilities, or expenses 
relating to (a) any errors or omissions in this 
report, whether caused by The Advisory Board 
Company or any of its employees or agents, or 
sources or other third parties, (b) any 
recommendation or graded ranking by The 
Advisory Board Company, or (c) failure of 
member and its employees and agents to abide 
by the terms set forth herein. 

The Advisory Board is a registered trademark of 
The Advisory Board Company in the United 
States and other countries. Members are not 
permitted to use this trademark, or any other 
Advisory Board trademark, product name, 
service name, trade name and logo, without the 
prior written consent of The Advisory Board 
Company. All other trademarks, product names, 
service names, trade names, and logos used 
within these pages are the property of their 
respective holders. Use of other company 
trademarks, product names, service names, 
trade names and logos or images of the same 
does not necessarily constitute (a) an 
endorsement by such company of The Advisory 
Board Company and its products and services, 
or (b) an endorsement of the company or its 
products or services by The Advisory Board 
Company. The Advisory Board Company is not 
affiliated with any such company. 

IMPORTANT: Please read the following. 

The Advisory Board Company has prepared this 
report for the exclusive use of its members. 
Each member acknowledges and agrees that 
this report and the information contained herein 
(collectively, the “Report”) are confidential and 
proprietary to The Advisory Board Company. By 
accepting delivery of this Report, each member 
agrees to abide by the terms as stated herein, 
including the following: 

1.  The Advisory Board Company owns all right, 
title and interest in and to this Report. 
Except as stated herein, no right, license, 
permission or interest of any kind in this 
Report is intended to be given, transferred 
to or acquired by a member. Each member 
is authorized to use this Report only to the 
extent expressly authorized herein.  

2.  Each member shall not sell, license or 
republish this Report. Each member shall 
not disseminate or permit the use of, and 
shall take reasonable precautions to prevent 
such dissemination or use of, this Report by 
(a) any of its employees and agents (except 
as stated below), or (b) any third party. 

3. Each member may make this Report 
available solely to those of its employees 
and agents who (a) are registered for the 
workshop or membership program of which 
this Report is a part, (b) require access to 
this Report in order to learn from the 
information described herein, and (c) agree 
not to disclose this Report to other 
employees or agents or any third party. 
Each member shall use, and shall ensure 
that its employees and agents use, this 
Report for its internal use only. Each 
member may make a limited number of 
copies, solely as adequate for use by its 
employees and agents in accordance with 
the terms herein. 

4. Each member shall not remove from this 
Report any confidential markings, copyright 
notices and other similar indicia herein. 

5. Each member is responsible for any breach 
of its obligations as stated herein by any of 
its employees or agents. 

6. If a member is unwilling to abide by any of 
the foregoing obligations, then such member 
shall promptly return this Report and all 
copies thereof to The Advisory 
Board Company. 
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Distinguishing Strategic and Managerial Dashboards 

High-level Versus Day-to-Day 

The strategic dashboard and managerial dashboard are familiar concepts to many advancement 

leaders and yet the lines between them are often blurred. Traditionally, the strategic dashboard is 

used to report high-level, advancement office progress to external audiences like the board, 

president, or other campus leadership. Managerial dashboards are internal documents used to 

oversee and guide performance of staff (e.g., activity levels, fundraiser totals). With such different 

aims, they contain different data points and use different formats.  

Key Differences Between Strategic and Managerial Dashboards  

Strategic Dashboards Managerial Dashboards 

Intended Audience University Board, President Director of Major Giving, Major 
Gift Officers, Vice President of 
Advancement, Associate Vice 
President 

Timeline Quarterly (at minimum) Monthly, weekly, or daily 

Medium Emailed report Emailed report or 
independently accessible 
dynamic system 

Purpose • To demonstrate progress 
towards annual or campaign 
goal  

• Possibly highlight areas for 
alterations in resource 
allocation 

• To demonstrate progress 
towards intra-office goals 

• To update managers on staff 
performance 

• To keep staff abreast of their 
own progress towards 
individual goals 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis. 

For More on Metrics 

EAB’s publication, Making Meaning of Metrics: 
Leveraging Accountability and Analytics to Enhance 
Fundraiser Productivity, further explores metric 
selection, metric system implementation, and best-
practice dashboard case studies. 
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Sampling of Strategic Dashboard Metrics 

Fundraising Totals 

• Total campaign donations 

• Donations by monetary level 

• Donations by campaign pillar 

• Donations by school/unit 

• Donations by donor type (e.g., alumni, faculty, 
foundation) 

• Donations by monetary level 

• Percent of donations restricted/unrestricted 

• Donations by region 

• Gift pipeline 

• Type of donations (e.g., cash, pledge, 
endowment) 

• Donations to the annual fund 

Investment 

• Cost to raise a dollar 

• Return on investment 

• Advancement expenditure 

• Development expenditure 

Participation 

• Number of donors 

• Number of alumni donors 

• Donations from board 

Best Practice Design Checklist 

Display progress on metrics with a goal marker to communicate how far is left to go. 

Include data on past years to contextualize current performance and allow for tracking of long 
term trends. 

When slicing one number (e.g., production) by multiple variables (e.g., type of donor, gift 
size), locate the displays near each other so that trends and outliers can be compared with one 
another. 

Begin with the highest-level information as a summary, then allow for deeper exploration of 
the data by providing filters for different categories (e.g., department, campaign pillar) or 
using the additional pages for more specific, unit-level information. 

Color-code your graphs and charts. Remain as consistent as possible with regards to which 
color represents which category. 

Organize your dashboard into categories to guide the eye of the reader through the larger 
themes (e.g., Total Dollars, Investment, Donors) 

Use bar charts and line graphs where you can; visualizations are more compelling and easier 
to understand than text. 

Strategic Dashboard Compendium 

Providing High-Level, Advancement-Wide Information 

 Source: EAB interviews and analysis. 

Through our research we have compiled a number of common strategic dashboard metrics in three 
categories: fundraising totals, investment, and participation. Due to these dashboards’ external 
audiences, the metrics focus on production and shop efficiency. To help advancement offices make 
their strategic dashboards clear and persuasive, we have also included best practices in dashboard 
design. See the dashboard samples we have included on the following pages for examples of these 
design tips in action. 
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Can be 
filtered by 
fiscal year, 
transaction 
value, 
campaign 
pillar, unit, 
etc.  

Marks progress 
(blue) against goal 
(red) 

Reveals trends in 
data according to 
type of donor and 
campaign pillar 
and use allocation 

Exemplar One 

George Washington University’s Strategic Dashboard 

Portray 
production 
over long 
time periods 
to explore 
long term 
trends  

The same metrics 
sliced by different 
variable are located 
next to one another 
for easy comparison 

We have provided examples of strategic dashboards from George Washington University, California 
Institute of Technology, and the California State University System. We’ve chosen these for their 
extensive use of data visualization, as opposed to just a spreadsheet of numbers, because they 
give a quick yet rich view of multiple data points. Note how they contain little fundraiser activity 
data, information that is not typically of concern to a board of trustees. Instead the focus is on 
comparison of performance year-over-year broken out across strategically important categories 
(e.g., level of gift, designated unit, campaign use). 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis. 

Strategic Dashboard Exemplars 
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George Washington University’s Strategic Dashboard (cont.) 

Color coding 
simplifies reading 
of the graphs  

“Average” 
dotted line 
provides 
context for 
results 

Dollar goals, like 
these, are of more 
strategic interest 
than activity goals 
(e.g., visits) 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.  
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Exemplar Two 

California Institute of Technology’s Campaign Dashboard 

Comparison 
against the 
previous year 

Strategic 
dashboards 
typically do not 
include activity 
metrics  

Provide context 
for performance 
by including goal 

Pipeline information is 
less common but can 
help provide context for 
performance 

Metrics broken 
out by category 
help guide the 
reader 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.  
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Exemplar Three 

California State University System Dashboard 

Compares 
average to 
goal 

Provides a 
three year 
average to 
smooth out 
anomalous 
years, but also 
provides year 
by year details 

Highlights state 
contributions within overall 
advancement funding 

Strategic 
dashboards may 
compare against 
peer groups, 
managerial 
typically do not 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.  
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Choosing the Metrics for Your Managerial Dashboard 

Focus on Metrics Tailored to Your Institutional Needs 

Advancement shops that are new, in a very early campaign stage, or focusing on building fundraising 

skills in their employees typically focus their dashboards on activity metrics. A dashboard that displays 

progress towards a monthly visit goal, for example, is a great way to encourage fundraisers to “hit the 

pavement,” and conduct face-to-face meetings with their prospects.  

Activity Metrics Train Officers to Get Out on the Road 

Sample MGO Activity Chart 
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Visits Solicitations

Goal

Actual

Activity metrics demonstrate the behavior and time allocation of staff. Some advancement leaders 

prefer activity metrics to results because they represent only what is within the fundraiser’s control, 

because of which they more accurately measure productivity of a shop during times of economic 

downturn. Still, as activities tend to emphasize quantity over quality they can lead to lower quality 

activities (e.g., “chasing the numbers”). Through our research we uncovered a wealth of activity 

metrics in use. A sample of the most frequently used metrics can be found below. Typically only three 

to four are chosen depending on the needs of the office. 

Sample Activity Metrics 

• Visits 

• Solicitations 

• Size of solicitations 

• Contacts 

• Unique visits/Prospect pool penetration 

• Prospects identified 

• Assists 

• Contacts in each stage of the pipeline 

• Written strategies 

• Stewardship contacts 

• Trustee interactions 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis. 
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More mature advancement operations or those in the final stages of a campaign may prefer to 
focus their fundraisers on results or outcome measures (e.g., gifts closed, dollars raised, average 
gift closed). These displays can reveal plateaus in fundraising and stimulate positive competition 
amongst frontline fundraisers to close the gap between current production and a year end goal. 

Outcome Metrics Drive Competition and Focus Officers on Delivering Results 

Sample MGO Production Chart 

$0

$1,000,000

$2,000,000

$3,000,000

$4,000,000

$5,000,000

$6,000,000

$7,000,000

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

MGO1 MGO2 MGO3

Results metrics focus fundraisers on the ultimate goal of the advancement shop: raising money for 
the institution. They also help demonstrate the return on investment of the fundraisers and focus 
staff on high quality interactions that lead to proposals submitted and closed gifts. From our 
research we collected the following common outcome metrics. Only two to three are typically used 
at a time. 

Sample Outcome Metrics 

• Gifts closed 

• Dollars raised 

• Average gift size 

• Conversion rate 

• Donor satisfaction 

• Annual fund upgrades 

Goal 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.  
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The metrics appropriate for your institution depend on a number of factors including the 
institution’s history in advancement, staff maturity, and office culture. Many administrators also 
differ in opinion regarding the appropriate emphasis of metrics. Should we prioritize results or 
should we prioritize the intermediate actions? Should we stress dollars raised or good fundraising 
behaviors? Regardless of the framework a CAO selects, what is most important is an understanding 
that the strategic use of metrics by management with staff will inflect behavioral change and 
influence the production of the office.  

Focus on Metrics Tailored to Your Institutional Needs 

If… 

• Advancement shop is new 

• MGOs are not as skilled 

• MGO results are not improving 

• Advancement shop is far from goal 

• Focus is long-term 

If… 

• Advancement shop is mature 

• MGOs are highly skilled 

• MGO results are improving 

• Advancement shop is near goal 

• Focus is short-term 

Focus on Activities 

Focus on Outcomes 

Then… 

Then… 

Activity vs. Outcome Metrics 

In our research we found that most institutions balance their metrics system by including a few of 
each: activities and outcomes. For example: 

• Number of visits 

• Number of solicitations 

• Dollars raised 

• Percent of portfolio visited 

This should ensure that any negative behaviors created by focus on one type of metric or the other 
is counterbalanced. 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.  
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Create Metric Ratios to Reveal Training Opportunities 

Although many of the most common metrics are listed above, often the most powerful insights 
can be found when these metrics are put in conversation with one another. Creating ratios out 
of already collected key performance indicators can reveal trends and highlight areas for 
improvement.  

Yield Rate Accurate Ask 
Estimates 

Effective Use of 
Visits 

Pool Coverage 

# Total Prospects 

# Total Visits 

# Asks 

# Asks 

# Major Gifts 

Ask Amount 

Gift Amount 

If the total number of visits over the number of asks is too high, this may prompt managers to 
initiate training sessions on guiding the conversation towards an ask. If the number of asks 
over the number of major gifts is too high this may indicate that fundraisers are asking too 
soon or overestimating prospect capacity. When compared against each other these metrics 
often create more actionable insights. 

# of Unique Visits 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.  
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Performance transparency, or the amount of staff that can see performance reports, varies greatly 

among institutions. Some advancement leaders feel that achievement of performance targets is 

information too sensitive to be widely shared. These decisions depend largely on what data and 

personal information is included in the dashboards. 

 

How Transparent is Too Transparent? 

Selecting the Audience for Your Dashboard 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Dashboard Transparency 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis. 

Pros Cons 

• Clear Understanding of performance 
expectations 

• No secrets 

• Best MGOs are often competitive 

• Clarity of purpose 

• Difficult to include context (e.g., 
variability in prospect quality) 

• May breed jealousy among staff 

Advocates for increased transparency publish weekly reports, emailing them to the entire staff or 

displaying them on screens during development meetings. They argue this visibility in peer 

performance can create positive competition and pressure to perform. It creates opportunity for 

fundraisers to share their successes and ask for advice. Finally it, allows fundraisers to understand 

how their performance fits into the context of the office. 

Transparency Increases Understanding of Performance and Drive to Reach Goal 

Other advancement shops prefer to use managerial dashboards only as tools for managers to oversee 

their staff and do not share the dashboards with fundraisers themselves. Managers can see the 

performance of those who work for them, notifications, warnings, and trends and use these to inform 

their conversations with staff. This ensures fundraisers benefit from dashboards’ insight, but don’t feel 

that their performance is being displayed to peers without an opportunity for them to explain their 

behavior. 

Less Transparent Offices Use Dashboards for One-on-One Discussions With Staff 
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The most important rule for dashboard design is that it be both compelling and concise. This means 

that only the most salient elements should be selected and visualizations should be used whenever 

possible to interest the viewer.   

The dashboards below demonstrate some of EAB’s ‘top tips’ for design. Although some of those 

displayed are part of analytics platforms (e.g., ADVIZOR) or use other visualization tools (e.g., 

Tableau) they demonstrate best practices that are easily replicable. 

 

Designing Your Managerial Dashboard 

Top Tips for Making Your Dashboard Interesting and Useful 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis. 

ADVIZOR’s MGO Management Dashboard 

Summary Numbers 

The most important figures should be highlighted and easily visible. These provide a summary for 
the audience and context to understand the following more specific metrics. that follow. These 
numbers are usually totals such as total dollars solicited, dollars closed, number of proposals, and 
number of prospects. They provide a very high-level perspective on the shop. 

Goal Markers 

One of the most frequently overlooked but easy to implement elements of a good dashboard is the 
context provided by goal markers. These lines allow a fundraiser and their manager to easily 
understand how far they are from goal and identify any possible obstacles. For example, knowing 
that an fundraiser has conducted 10 visits this month is much less helpful than knowing that a 
fundraiser is 10 visits behind where they should be at this point in the month. Of course this 
makes goal setting at the beginning of the year all the more important. 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 
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Temple University’s Management Dashboard 

Year-Over -ear Performance 

Although not necessary for every metric displayed on the dashboard, year-over-year performance 
can be helpful information to guide activity and monitor growth of the advancement shop. 
Performance over the last few years can help MGOs and managers better understand current 
performance and identify areas where MGOs are falling behind. 

Proposal Pipeline 

The proposal pipeline is one of the most difficult to visualize as it requires capturing movement of 
a prospect and proposal through the stages of fundraising. Typically institutions turn to an Excel 
chart such as the one seen above at Temple University. Each cell contains the dollar amount in 
each category (e.g., In Development, Pending, Funded, Declined, Never Presented, Withdrawn). 
While this can help managers foresee fundraising totals, it still struggles to capture the number of 
proposals in each stage and the status of each proposal.  

3 

4 

3 

3 

4 

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.  

For More on Metrics 

EAB’s publication, Making Meaning of Metrics: 
Leveraging Accountability and Analytics to Enhance 
Fundraiser Productivity, profiles a number of 
innovative proposal pipeline displays. 
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Step 1: Select Your Metrics 

Activities or Results (review pages 10-12) 

Select approximately five metrics: activities, results, or a mixture of both. Pay close attention 
to the resultant behaviors associated with each. 

Ratio Metrics (review page 13) 

Consider metric ratios (e.g., yield, pool coverage) to inform fundraiser training. 

Step 2: Select Your Audience 

Transparency (review page 14) 

Consider how dashboard transparency will affect your particular staff’s culture and its effect 
on productivity, competition, and collaboration. 

Step 3: Design Your Dashboard 

Summary Numbers (review page 15) 

Highlight the most important and high-level numbers at the beginning of the dashboard. 

Goal Markers (review page 15) 

Make sure to display progress towards the goal set for each metric so fundraisers understand 
how far they have left to go. 

Year-Over-Year Performance (review page 16) 

Provide previous year performance data to contextualize current performance. 

Proposal Pipeline (review page 16) 

Consider a visualization of each fundraiser’s pipeline so that they can identify next steps, 
stagnant solicitations, and overdue actions. 

Align With Best Practice Design Tips (review page 9) 

Organize your dashboard so that it is both attractive and simple to navigate.  

Quick Starter Guide for Managerial Dashboards 

 Source: EAB interviews and analysis. 
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